As America’s environmental intelligence agency, NOAA provides timely, reliable, and actionable information to communities and businesses around the country every day. NOAA spends billions of dollars monitoring and observing risk from environmental hazards. However, that investment has no value unless we communicate the risk effectively, empowering individuals and groups to pursue the response options that are best for them. We must also evolve our knowledge to account for how risk perception and risk preferences change over time, and how those changes impact human behavior especially in the face of an upcoming extreme environmental event. To meet this need, the Social Science Committee, working with NWS leadership, field personnel, and academic experts, has developed the Risk Communication Report: Best Practices and Research Findings. This report is intended to be used by NOAA field personnel to help improve the public’s response to risk information, leading to greater protection of life and property, and more resilient communities.

This report reviews risk communication and public response research literature within the context of key episodic hazards relevant to NOAA’s mission. It covers three weather hazards (tornado/severe wind, flood, and tropical cyclone) findings for general weather, and three other environmental hazards (tsunami, volcano, and wildfire). Using research from NOAA and its external partners improves the ability to more effectively deliver weather and coastal warnings, communicate local hazards and risks, and provide guidance and decision support tools to stakeholders. This report also includes best practices for risk communication relevant to NOAA practitioners. Designed for forecasters, outreach coordinators, warning coordination meteorologists, communication directors, and other NOAA staff, the goal of this work is to provide information to make communities more resilient and accelerate the transition of research to application across NOAA.

The need for effective risk communication has and will always exist at NOAA. This report is intended to be the start of a conversation to advance risk communication and behavior work, and to apply social and behavioral knowledge to application to support NOAA’s efforts toward creating a Weather-Ready Nation. We hope that as you use this report, you will provide feedback to NOAA’s Social Science Committee so that we can continue our collaborative efforts to improve our ability to develop products and services that deliver actionable information to community leaders that will save lives.
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I. Executive Summary

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NOAA, spends billions of dollars each year monitoring and predicting risk from environmental hazards to help people, communities, businesses, and governments find and use the right information to understand risk and make smart decisions. But that investment can only achieve its full potential value if risk is communicated effectively, empowering individuals and groups to pursue the response options that are best for them. Using research from NOAA and its external partners improves the ability to more effectively deliver weather and coastal warnings, communicate local hazards and risks, and provide guidance and decision support tools to stakeholders.

Risk communication is a process, not merely a product. To make communities more resilient, messaging strategies for hazardous events must draw on knowledge from the social, behavioral and economic sciences, and especially research on risk communication and behavior. These areas of study explain and predict the ways people receive, share, understand, and respond to information about risk. When weather forecasters or coastal managers encounter situations where their message does not lead to the desired action, they often turn to social scientists to help improve the products they issue. Products such as warnings, watches, etc. are key components of NOAA weather risk communication, and social scientists can offer useful input on product improvement. However, this report focuses on the many actions taken outside of product creation. These actions include the relationships built with community partners, emergency management, and broadcast meteorologists well ahead of a given event or any specific product being issued, and are all part of the risk communication process.

Communication strategies for hazardous events must draw on the social sciences to effectively communicate risk. This report provides guidance on the processes involved in risk communication for those in NOAA who communicate risk, including those responsible for creating policies, programs, or products. Highlighting risk communication best practices in Part IV; this report also provides a discussion of contemporary research topics. This report concludes with a discussion of implementation recommendations that can be used by practitioners at NOAA. This review provides motivation and insights for NOAA staff to come to a deeper understanding of the many things they can do to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of their risk communication processes, while also highlighting areas of active research where researchers are working on applied problems that have not yet been solved.

This report reviews risk communication and public response research literature within the context of key episodic hazards relevant to NOAA’s mission. It covers three weather hazards (tornado/severe wind, flood, and tropical cyclone), findings for general weather, and three other environmental hazards (tsunami, volcano, and wildfire). These specific hazards were chosen for their relevance to NOAA’s mission, priorities, and vision for the future.
This report recommends best practices for risk communication relevant to NOAA practitioners. NOAA practitioners are not limited to management only. This report is also designed for forecasters, outreach coordinators, warning coordination meteorologists, communication directors, and other NOAA staff. The recommended practices include the following, discussed in more detail in the body of the report:

1. **Have an Informed Plan** – Know what needs to be achieved and how to achieve it before beginning risk communication efforts.

2. **Speak to Their Interests, Not Yours** – Connect emotionally with audience and stakeholder values and concerns to help establish a relationship and improve risk communication efforts.

3. **Explain the Risk** (in a manner that is clear and appropriate for the audience) – Use stories and visuals to make it personal and help audiences understand the impacts and the hazard.

4. **Offer Options for Reducing Risk** – Facilitate a conversation to identify barriers to action. Offer options that address these barriers and are appropriate for the local situation.

5. **Work with Trusted Sources and the Public** – People seek confirmation from multiple trusted sources to verify risk and help them make decisions on what actions to take, if any.

6. **Test Messages or Products; Evaluate Performance** – Coworkers are not the audience. Test communications on target audience members before reaching out more broadly. Evaluate the results of communications efforts.

7. **Use Multiple Ways to Communicate** – People like to receive information in different ways; understand how the audience likes to receive information on hazards.
II. Introduction

A. Overview and Drivers

Severe weather and climatic events threaten the safety of our Nation. In recent decades, extreme events have become more destructive, creating challenges for American communities and businesses alike. NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) found that during the past decade (2004-2013) more billion-dollar weather and climate disasters (80) occurred than the previous two decades combined (78) (amounts adjusted for inflation).

Inundation and flooding are the most frequent and costly hazards in the U.S. More than 75 percent of declared Federal disasters related to floods resulted in more than 90 fatalities per year. Annual flood losses average nearly $8 billion. In addition to floods arising from heavy rainfall and snowmelt, coastal inundation from tropical cyclones and other strong storm systems is responsible for some of the most deadly and costly single events in the United States. In 2005, Hurricane Katrina caused 1,464 deaths and over $150B in losses. More recently, Post Tropical Cyclone Sandy caused 285 deaths and approximately $65 billion in losses in 2012.

Key factors that contribute to social and individual vulnerability to severe weather and climatic events include the density of the population exposed, rate of population growth, characteristics of housing stock, and socio-cultural factors such as language, mobility, access to community resources, and poverty. About 40 percent of the U.S. population lives in a coastal shoreline county. As coastal areas are further developed, the number of coastal residents is expected to increase 9 percent over the next six years. With this rise in coastal population, the challenges to effective management and risk communication will also increase.

Recent severe weather events in the nation’s heartland highlight clear disconnects between the information NOAA provides and optimal societal response across the full range of hazards. For example, even with timely warnings from the National Weather Service, thousands of people spontaneously evacuated and jammed highways ahead of a two-mile wide tornado in central Oklahoma on May 31, 2013. One estimate shows that if the tornado had not lifted, fatalities could have exceeded 700 people, and possibly reached as high as 2,000.

---

3See NOAA National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) Billion-Dollar Weather and Climate Disasters: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/events
4See NOAA National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) Billion-Dollar Weather and Climate Disasters: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/events
1,000, for an event that would normally result in less than 25 fatalities. This example highlights the fact that forecasts and warnings are most effective when the public fully comprehend the risks to life and property, as well as their options for pursuing safety, demonstrating the need for improving and understanding the risk communication process.

Severe weather and climatic events also affect certain populations disproportionately, highlighting the role that vulnerability plays during hazardous weather. For example, during Hurricane Katrina, African Americans made up a disproportionate share of the hurricane victims. About one of every three people who lived in areas hardest hit by the hurricane were African Americans. Also, sixty-five percent of poor elderly households in New Orleans did not have a vehicle, making it more difficult for them to escape the storm and its effects.  

Vulnerability is defined as “the characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influences their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover from the impact of a natural disaster.” The vulnerability perspective demonstrates how disasters are produced, namely, when hazards intersect with populations that are especially susceptible to harm from them. Key factors contributing to social and individual vulnerability to severe weather and climatic events include the density of the population exposed, rate of population growth, characteristics of the housing stock, and socio-cultural factors such as language, mobility, access to community resources, and poverty. For example, several of these factors intersect in portions of the Southeast U.S., where special attention should be paid to help vulnerable populations prepare for and respond to life-threatening hazards due to the large amount of residents for whom English is their second language.

Forecasts and warnings are most effective when the public fully comprehends the risks to life and property.

---


---

El Reno Tornado - May 31, 2013

Path and width derived from official NWS damage survey and radar data from OU Radar and RTX radar.

Tornado Begins at 6:03 pm CDT

Tornado Ends at 6:43 pm CDT

Maximum EF Rating: EF-3

Maximum Path Width: 2.6 miles

Path Length: 16.2 miles

National Weather Service Norman Forecast Office
In several studies, NOAA\textsuperscript{11,12,13} and the National Academies of Science\textsuperscript{14,15} called for increased support for research in behavioral sciences. A 2015 Executive Order (\textit{Using Behavioral Science to Better Serve Americans})\textsuperscript{16} identified the need for behavioral science to improve effectiveness and efficiency of programs across the entire Federal landscape to protect life and property. This report from NOAA’s Social Science Committee offers a foundational step toward bridging the gap between research and application.

B. Report Roadmap

In the next section, risk communication is defined and discussed not in the context of a single product, but as a process. This is not only a process for the end-user as he/she understands and assesses the risk, but also for the communicator as he/she works with and learns from the audience. With this in mind, Section III presents best practices compiled from a variety of sources including research articles, practitioner guides, and personal experience. Section IV offers a look at contemporary research in risk communication and decision science for hazards. This highlight of topics can serve as a springboard for engaging research communities, commissioning more systematic reviews, and informing NOAA practitioners. Several appendices are also included for those who may desire more in-depth information on theories and models, warning behavior, and existing systematic reviews.

Feedback from the NOAA community is welcomed, especially recommendations for additional support needed to enable NOAA practitioners to better connect research to practice.

III. Risk Communication

A. Risk Communication: It’s a Process NOT a Product

What is risk communication?

For communicating about natural hazards, risk communication research provides valuable insights into how people create and spread ideas about natural hazard threats, and how communicators can shape those ideas. Risks are not the same as hazards. A risk is defined as a hazard times the probability of its occurrence. Each risk has its own unique characteristics (e.g., whether the situation is controllable, if the audience dreads the risk, etc.)\textsuperscript{17}, and these characteristics color how the risk is perceived. Risk is personal and often subjective. What one person considers to be a risk, another may not. The National Research Council defines risk communication as, “an interactive process of exchange of information and opinion among individuals, groups, and institutions. It involves multiple messages about the nature of risk and other messages, not strictly about risk, that express concerns, opinions, or reaction to risk messages or to legal or institutional arrangements for risk management.” This definition highlights several important aspects of risk communication; most importantly, that risk communication is a process rather than a single product or service. This process can be defined in several stages (Figure 1).

\textsuperscript{14}Completing the Forecast (2006): http://www.nap.edu/catalog/11699/completing-the-forecast-characterizing-and-communicating-uncertainty-for-better-decisions
\textsuperscript{17}Slovic, P. “Perception of Risk.” Science 236(17 April): 280-285.
III. Risk Communication

- This is when most short-term weather forecast information including outlook, watch, and warning information is delivered and used for preparatory decision-making.

- Communication during this period is so critical and sufficiently unique that a whole sub-field crisis communication within the field of risk communication exists.

- Clear and timely messages aimed at providing sufficient information for decision-making are especially important.

- Messaging is more fully explored in the Behavioral Response section, which describes the warning response process.

The risk communication process begins well ahead of a given event, in the “pre-crisis” phase.

- This is when NOAA practitioners can be strengthening relationships with their communities and building trust, supporting mitigation and adaptation planning, and improving information dissemination chains.

As an event nears (e.g., a hurricane getting closer to the coast), the community moves into the initial phase of the crisis.

The maintenance phase, most applicable to long-duration hazards, occurs when a crisis is ongoing and information must be updated for use by decision-makers.

Finally, in resolution and evaluation phases, the events are examined to understand how the communication system performed, and recommendations are made to improve the system for better outcomes.

Behavioral Response When Weather Hazards Are Imminent

Decision-making on the part of the public is also a process.
III. Risk Communication (cont.)

NOAA practitioners affect different parts of this process at different points in the risk communication lifecycle. Importantly, scientific information (such as a weather forecast) alone does not necessarily result in immediate response. Referring to Figure 2, people tend to go through several steps before reaching a decision. Long-term risk communication efforts can affect aspects such as hazard knowledge, resources stored in preparation, and methods by which information is disseminated when events occur. These pre-event factors influence how people will understand a crisis situation as it unfolds, and the resources they will have available to adapt and protect themselves.

During the crisis phase, or the time when warnings are issued, people become aware of the threat. This awareness can come through environmental cues, social cues, warning information, or a combination of these. After this, processing and assessment of information and situation occur before they respond. People must not only understand what the risk is, but also how (and if) it personally affects them. Even if they decide to respond, this may simply involve more information-seeking rather than evacuating or sheltering. This complex, often subconscious, process is generally not linear, but iterative. For instance, someone may see a funnel cloud, respond by seeking more information, then determine whether it will hit their home before sheltering.

Additionally, people view risk information through individual and unique lenses. Socio-demographics, resources, disabilities, and other factors (Figure 2), influence an individual’s understanding and choices. (For a full list of factors and how they relate to warning response, please see Appendix 2.) Some factors can be controlled and others cannot. A warning can be adjusted to include more specific information. However, disability of the receiver cannot be changed. For example, for individuals with colorblindness, colors used in the warning can be modified using hues they can more readily interpret. However, all colorblindness is not equal in ability to see color. Beyond the risk itself, priorities may be very different. For the meteorologist, the threat may be the most important message to convey. But for the public, that same threat is actually just one concern among many that they face throughout their day. Some of these concerns relate to the risk at hand and others will not.

Figure 2. A depiction of the iterative warning response process. Content for this image is adapted from the Protective Action Decision Model (PADM) (Lindell and Perry 2012) and Mileti and Sorensen 1990.
IV. Best Practices

NOAA practitioners can use known best practices now to help guide risk communication efforts. These practices can improve understanding of the audience at risk, their concerns, and their values, resulting in more effective interactions that help them recognize risks and identify actions to minimize those risks. Whether forming a partnership, planning a stakeholder engagement activity, developing outreach materials, creating a new product in response to a stakeholder or partner need, or just having a conversation, these best practices can be used to improve the effectiveness of these efforts. They can be applied at all stages of the risk communication process. The result will be more effective engagement with a diverse group of stakeholders and partners. For additional information on techniques and considerations for stakeholder engagement, see the Introduction to Stakeholder Participation publication from the NOAA Office for Coastal Management.  

These practices can improve understanding of the audience at risk, their concerns, and their values.

For instance, Figure 3 depicts a person viewing hurricane information on the TV. They’re not only taking into account the scientific information, but also personal worries such as an injured family member, an animal, and past experience. Beyond this, their mind may be distracted by their grocery list, unpaid bills, or any other number of issues that affect daily lives. Practitioners do not necessarily have to know what the receiver is thinking, but the practitioner has to be aware of the kinds of thoughts and processes that interfere with the messages being perceived and acted upon as the practitioner intended. Consequently, there is no ‘one size fits all’ method for communicating risk. Instead, it requires a mixture of effective best practices outlined in this report and a firm understanding of the audience and its needs.

For a more in-depth background on theoretical approaches to risk communication see Appendix 1 Theories and Models.

This report includes information from a variety of sources, including research articles, practitioner guides, personal experience and education, as well as the risk communication and behavior literature reviews of others. A table of comprehensive or systematic reviews on risk communication and behavior and a list of practitioner guides is in Appendix 3 Review Papers and Practitioner Guides. These best practices are intended to provide the practitioner with ways to improve risk communication now while NOAA continues to identify and fill gaps in research and understanding of risk communication and behavior for specific hazards. These best practices are not hazard-specific, but cut across all hazards.

18See http://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/publications/stakeholder
IV. Best Practices (cont.)

1. **Have an Informed Plan** – Know what needs to be achieved and how to achieve it before beginning risk communication efforts.
   - Have a clear goal – Look to change behavior or seek action.
   - Understand your audience – They are a diverse group with different values and concerns and different filters, which impact what they hear.
   - Know who else is talking – People reach conclusions based on what they know and hear. Understand what they are hearing from other sources and determine if messages are consistent.
   - Develop and deliver the right message – What is said, how it is said, and how it is delivered matter, as does consistency and constancy. Repetition drives the message home. (See best practice #7 for more on message delivery.)

   ✓ What is said (the words, how to talk about the hazards, including what to do)
     - Be specific.
     - Be consistent.
     - Be clear and accurate.
     - Use plain language.
     - Meet the needs of the media and other emergency partners.
     - Describe protective actions to take and how those actions will benefit the audience.
     - Describe the hazard, including location and timing.
     - Disclose the source of the information.
     - Provide options for more information.

   ✓ How it is said (style, tone, demeanor)
     - Speak clearly and with compassion.
     - Be honest and open.
     - Use a confident tone.

   - Be consistent with the information in the message – Consistency is critical both within the office and with others that are speaking with the audience. Inconsistent information is often ignored.

2. **Speak to Their Interests, Not Yours** – Connecting emotionally with audience values and concerns to help establish a relationship and improve risk communication efforts.
   - Find out what is important to the audience – Connect with their values and concerns.
   - Be a good listener – Give the audience an opportunity to be heard. Listen to their concerns. Understand how they interpret and respond to risk information. Identify barriers to action.
   - Start a dialog – Risk communication is not a one-time thing. Tailor future conversations based on what is learned during each conversation; make it important to the audience.
   - Build trust – Become a trusted messenger and partner. Be honest about what is known and not known in order to build trust.
   - Consider the socio-demographic and economic contexts of message recipients – Understand the needs and circumstances of those most vulnerable (e.g., those with mobility restrictions, those whose primary language is not English, those with weak social networks or without adequate financial or physical means to take action).
3. **Explain the Risk** (in a manner that is clear and appropriate for the audience) – Use stories and visuals to make it personal and help the audience understand the impacts and the hazard.

- Start with the impacts – Paint a picture of what the impacts will be in their community using graphics and visuals. Refer to past events. Use maps that are easy to understand and interpret when appropriate.
- Allow the audience to share experiences – Audience members can help explain the risk. Other community members will relate better to local stories.
- Be open about unknowns – Start with what is known. Avoid the term “uncertainty,” but do not avoid the concept.
- Use doom and gloom sparingly – Scare tactics usually do not work so use them only when the situation really warrants their use. People have a “finite pool of worry” and will shut down if they don’t think anything can be done to help the situation.

4. **Offer Options for Reducing Risk** – Facilitate a conversation to identify barriers to action. Offer options that address these barriers and are appropriate for the local situation.

- Describe some options – Provide guidance on options and describe how they benefit the audience.
- Offer options at the individual and community level – Empower residents to take responsibility for themselves while also building a resilient community.
- Engage the audience in blue sky planning – Family emergency planning and formal community level planning is best done before it is needed.
- Allow stakeholders to discuss options – There is no substitute for learning from someone who has already implemented a strategy. Set up these opportunities to learn.

5. **Work with Trusted Sources and the Public** – People seek confirmation from multiple trusted sources to verify risk and help them make decisions on what actions to take, if any.

- Engage with the audience regularly – Learn their audience needs at the beginning. Modify communications to meet those needs.
- Identify trusted sources of information – Know who the audience listens to. Find the opinion leaders and early adopters in the audience’s community.
- Establish partnerships with these trusted sources – Working with a variety of partners including faith-based organizations and community and social networks will improve odds that the same message will reach the audience from a trusted source.
- Work together to create and share consistent information – Multiple messengers are critical to providing a consistent message.
IV. Best Practices (cont.)

6. Test Messages or Products; Evaluate Performance

– Coworkers are not the audience. Test communications on target audience members before reaching out broadly. Evaluate the results of communications efforts.

• Get audience feedback – Options to gather feedback can vary widely from asking a few members of the target audience what they think to conducting a formal survey or evaluation (within appropriate Federal guidelines, of course).

• Ask questions that provide useful feedback – Open-ended questions, such as questions that ask audience members for feedback in their own words works well. Watch how the audience responds to the information and ask them to share their reactions. Learn what the outcome was of the communications.

• Be willing to make changes – Test draft materials while there is still time to adjust. Make improvements to processes before the next communication. Small tweaks can dramatically improve effectiveness.

7. Use Multiple Ways to Communicate – People like to receive information in different ways. Understand how the audience likes to receive information on hazards.

• Use the medium the audience prefers – Deliver messages in preferred formats. Do not discount the use of television and social media as a source. Use newer technologies such as social media in addition to old standbys. Monitor for changes in preferences.

• Use multiple mechanisms and formats – Audiences will need to hear the message multiple times. Multiple formats will improve the chances of reaching the audience.

• Ensure messages are compatible with the medium being used – Modify the message to make it medium-appropriate and relevant but maintain consistency.

For more information on best practices for risk communication and examples showing how some of these best practices have been applied, see the NOAA Office for Coastal Management risk communication resources on the Digital Coast, or participate in the interactive webinar. http://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/risk-communication

NOAA will use these best practices to improve risk communication efforts across the agency and increase the chances of audiences responding to risk in ways that would allow for improved resilience and outcomes at both the individual and community levels.
V. Contemporary Research in Weather Hazards

This section provides a highlight of recent research in risk communication and decision science for weather hazards. The authors identified this literature through a Web of Science query, to include articles that had both a NOAA hazard keyword (tornado/severe wind, flood, hurricane, tsunami, wildfire, volcano and ‘weather’ as a general term) and a keyword pertaining to communication or warning response (e.g., risk, response, communication, perception, behavior, public, social, and societal). Note that this review focuses on episodic weather hazards. Slow-onset hazards, including climate change and drought, are distinct enough that they should be separate efforts and are thus not included in this review. The search focuses on articles published between 2000 and 2014.

While this process is not systematic about particular issues, the resulting pool of articles presents several important topics for NOAA practitioners and researchers across many disciplines of study. These highlighted topics are an excellent starting point for engaging research communities in active, sustained dialogue about what is or is not known about the communication of and responses to weather hazard information. This list of key topics also can be a useful reference for NOAA managers and practitioners as they begin to navigate this multidisciplinary research landscape for operational or programmatic purposes.

In this report, we look at each episodic weather hazard separately. It is important to not generalize findings across weather hazards. For example, just because research provides ways to effectively communicate flood risk, these recommendations do not necessarily transfer over to ways to effectively communicate tornado risk. Future versions of this report will investigate the differences in research needs per hazard.

A. Tornado/severe wind

Introduction

Scientists and practitioners still lack a clear understanding of the public response to and most effective communication used during tornado/severe wind events. The search turned up only 17 articles addressing this specific topic. However, research on this topic has increased in popularity in the past five years, with 14 of the 17 articles published after 2009. The majority of the tornado and severe thunderstorm articles identified focused on public response following an actual event or perceived response to a hypothetical event. Other topics, such as preparedness and warning design, were more sparsely covered. Nearly all articles (16 of 17) used quantitative methodologies, primarily consisting of traditional phone, mail, or Internet surveys.

Summarized below are some of the major themes that emerged in the literature for each NOAA hazard. Recognizing the partiality of the methodology, recommendations for further research are also included. The authors hope to galvanize support by building and strengthening partnerships with the research community to reveal the ways these questions may be addressed across the many social and behavioral sciences that this search could have missed. For NOAA management, these themes and questions can serve as a starting point for commissioning more systematic reviews on topics of particular interest.

It is important to not generalize findings across weather hazards.
V. Contemporary Research in Weather Hazards (cont.)

Research Highlights

Channels: A multitude of tornado warning channels were studied. To clarify, radio is a channel; the radio announcer is the source. Two stood out as the most popular: television and siren systems (if installed in the area).

Protective action: Many factors contribute to protective action decision making during tornadoes, but three variables were consistently and positively correlated with taking action: having a family plan, being a woman, and being located relatively close to the hazard.

Warning format: An article examining tornado warning polygon formats suggested that probabilistic formats tend to help people better understand the threat level relative to their actual location. The researchers found that being closer to the threat in a probabilistic format provoked greater fear and likelihood of taking action. However, using NOAA’s current warning format, which does not visually display probabilities, end users who perceive themselves to be at the greatest risk and likelihood of taking action were those in the center of the polygon.

---


20 Durage et al. (2014); Hammer and Schmidlin (2002); League et al. (2010); Perreault et al. (2014).


23 Cong et al. (2014); Perreault et al. (2014); Sherman-Morris (2010); Silver & Andrey (2013).

24 Balluz et al. (2000); Nagele & Trainor (2012); Schmidlin et al. (2009).

**Lead time:** An article exploring lead time preferences found that people felt they needed 10 minutes, on average, to take shelter in the event of a tornado. However, they preferred an average of 34 minutes. People expected to use this extra time to seek more information and potentially evacuate from the path of the tornado rather than shelter-in-place. This research suggests NOAA should be cautious and thoughtful about the impact of increased tornado lead time.

**Preparedness:** When exploring the impact of a recent traumatic tornado event, one article found that about 66 percent of respondents would change their plans by either building safe rooms within their homes or evacuating their home entirely. The remaining 33 percent were split between those who would continue to shelter-in-place in the next event and those who would not take action at all. The findings indicate how human behavior is interpreted when it comes to taking future precautionary and preparedness actions, as well as how individuals differ in hazard interpretation and precautionary/preparedness actions.

**Large public gatherings:** When researching a tornado event at a university, authors found that employees tended to be more knowledgeable and knew about the event well ahead of time. Students generally first heard through university alerts. This highlights the complexities of a severe weather event at a university or any area with a large gathering of people. Students tend to rely on school officials to keep them informed in the same way a crowd at a stadium may rely on facility managers.

**Emergency manager behavior:** A qualitative study addressing emergency management response to severe weather and tornadoes found that only approximately 60 percent warn

---

Forecasts and warnings are most effective when the public fully comprehends the risks to life and property.

---

the public immediately upon hearing an NWS warning. Additionally, about 66 percent would warn the public without an official warning issued by NWS. While this is only one study, the NWS warning appears to be only one factors among many, and not always the deciding factor, that emergency managers take into account to make complex decisions.

---


28League et al. (2010).
Best Practices for Communicating Tornado/Severe Wind Risk

1) **Convey urgency in risk messages through visuals:** Those who are closest to the hazard are more likely to take protective action. This is most likely due to the increase in environmental cues, such as wind, rain, or even a visual of a tornado. By providing visualizations, detailed descriptions, and geographic specificity regarding the location of the severe weather/tornado event, those further from the threat but still in danger can be provoked to take action sooner.

2) **Ensure new warnings, technologies and messages are applicable to the most popular severe weather information source(s):** Despite an influx of new technologies in recent decades, TV still remains a popular source for severe weather/tornado information. The huge impact TV media can make on public understanding and action, even in light of wide use of social media and smartphones, cannot be discounted. However, it is also important to gain a better understanding of people’s use of TV for severe weather information. Is TV the most popular first source? Does it depend on age or other socio-economic characteristics?

Future Research Needs

**False alarms:** It is crucial to know how increased or decreased false alarm rates/ratios impact protective action and sheltering. NOAA would also benefit from a better understanding of how people conceptualize a false alarm and associated terms such as ‘hit’ and ‘miss’. Research should not only focus on traditional NWS warnings with regards to false alarms, but also on how information from the weather enterprise as a whole (TV, social media, etc.) contributes to the perception of hits, misses, close calls and false alarms.

**Lead time:** How will longer lead times impact public perception and behavior? Additionally, it will be important to know how longer lead time would change the warning process for forecasters, the media, emergency managers, and other community organizations.

**Severe thunderstorms:** NOAA would benefit from an increased understanding of public perception and behavior of severe thunderstorms. Particular attention should be given to derechos and mesoscale convective systems (MCS) that present unique forecasting and societal behavior challenges.

**Preparation behavior:** More research is needed on preparation behavior that can be accomplished during the outlook and watch phases of a severe weather event, such as participating...
in drills, creating family emergency plans, and gathering supplies. It is also important to address reduced preparations in vulnerable populations, e.g., lower income families and mobile home owners.

**Warning format and design:** It is important to fully understand the societal impacts resulting from increasing geographic and probabilistic specificity in warning polygons. Further research is needed to understand how probabilities can be effectively communicated through a tornado warning.

**Large public gatherings:** Future research should address and offer best practices for institutions and organizations dealing with tornado/severe thunderstorm warning dissemination, sheltering, and preparations.

### B. Flood

**Introduction**

The literature on flood hazards revealed key applications as well as limitations. The search turned up 12 articles addressing this specific topic. Regarding geographical focus, most studies were conducted outside of the United States, particularly New Zealand - and mostly in Europe. Concerning methodology, the majority of studies were of exploratory nature and have not applied theoretical frameworks that are available in social science research. When theoretical frameworks were used, they most commonly included Expectancy Valence Theory or variations of it, such as the Protective Action Decision Model (PADM), the Protective Motivation Theory (PMT), and the Mental Model approach.

Across the literature, the most common research questions related to mitigation and preparedness behavior, and perception of risk. Very few studies examined the effectiveness of risk communication practices or evaluating new ways to communicate flood risk. Studies in psychology tended to emphasize individual perceptions about risk, without examining a wider range of risk perceptions borne throughout society (such as those of policy-makers or of tax-payers who live outside flood affected areas). The studies also did not examine the linkages between wider perspectives and protective measures such as state-supported flood insurance schemes. In other words, while the majority of the literature examined involved individual homeowner’s responses, influences and constraints, there is much more to consider with respect to flood risk mitigation.

**Research Highlights**

**Flood risk management:** The management of flood risk has traditionally fallen to communities and the government, who have instituted a system that primarily focuses on structural mitigation. Recently, however, researchers and natural resource managers have become increasingly concerned about the ways structural mitigation has increased the exposure to extreme flood risk, and strides have been made to promote non-structural solutions to flood risk. Non-structural flood risk reduction measures include elevation, basement filling, relocation/acquisition, flood proofing, berms and small-scale flood walls, flood warning systems, emergency preparedness plans, and land use regulations. These measures place a greater emphasis for resilient outcomes on individuals and communities. An important flood policy, the National Flood
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Insurance Program’s Community Rating System (NFIP CRS) rewards communities that use these measures with reduced flood insurance premiums. Unfortunately, however, participation in NFIP is still fairly low. The reasons for this are complex and not fully understood.33

Knowledge about floods34: Several studies have examined when people tend to become savvier about flood threats. Generally, people who are most knowledgeable fear natural hazards more, have had previous experience with flooding, or tend to use multiple sources of information to learn about flood threats. In other words, these individuals are inclined to be information-seeking, whether by natural inclination or through necessity. When people lacked knowledge about flood threats, they had to rely much more heavily on trusted expert communicators. A lack of a trusted source of information could therefore be very detrimental to those with less flood knowledge.

Risk perception35,36: While two places may both experience similar kinds of flooding, the populations can perceive the risks very differently. Research demonstrates that culture can explain some of these differences, especially as the structures and economic practices of certain cultures are better-adapted to flood exposure. From an event-based perspective, when floods are expected to last longer, the perception of risk increases among the population. Risk perception also tends to increase with age, for women, and for those with higher levels of education.

Connection between risk perception and response to warnings37: While direct linkages between individual perceptions of risk and warning response have long been assumed for many hazards, including flood hazards, the literature does not support a simple connection between these constructs for flood threat. High perceptions of risk must be coupled with measures of coping appraisal (including elements of response eff, self-efficacy and response cost) to fully understand responses to flood threats (on multiple timescales). It is not enough to relay to people that something is a risk – they need help understanding what they can do about it, and to feel empowered to take those actions. High perceptions of risk can thus be taken as a necessary, but not sufficient condition for response.

Response and efficacy: To improve response effectiveness, people should be provided with locally specific information that gives them simple, easy to understand options for pursuing safety (including alternate routes to avoid flood hazards.38) To improve self-efficacy the measures should be low-cost and easy to implement.

Other factors affecting warning response8,10,39: Responsiveness to flood warnings tends to increase with nearness to flood, prior experience with flooding, the intensity of the flood, mobility and availability of help, trust in the warning provider, and decreases in complacency brought

33 Kunreuther and Erwann-Kerjan: At War with the Weather (2007).
on by flood defenses. In one study, worry did not increase preparedness, raising concerns about using worry/fear as a tactic to inspire appropriate response.

**Damage/loss reduction:** Research has found that flood warnings can reduce losses, but weaknesses in the communication chain can significantly limit the effectiveness of warnings. Increases in lead-time are associated with lower damage totals, and these reductions are attributable to moving property from low ground to higher ground. The effectiveness of response for damage reduction increases with preparedness and time to respond.

**Flood mitigation (longer timescale)**: In the longer-term, NFIP participation is more likely for those who own their home, have higher incomes, and face more frequent flood exposure. When people perceive a higher personal responsibility for managing their flood threat, they are more likely to pursue non-structural mitigation and other preparedness activities. It is conceptually difficult to explain to people that structural mitigation measures (like dams) may actually increase their catastrophic risk potential.

**Representing uncertainty:** There is some evidence to suggest that certain representations of uncertainty of physical probabilities create higher levels of comprehension/concern about flood risk than others. For example, graphics generate more concern about flood risk than numbers alone. Additionally, probability format affects the interpretation and concern of flood risk. This is particularly true for the recurrence interval of flood risk used to describe flood plains.

**Participation:** Trust in knowledge and advice of experts increases after communities are engaged in participatory processes related to mitigating flood risks. NOAA has recently begun to use stakeholder engagement methods to both understand how they can better provide integrated water risk information, and how communities use that information. This participatory process improves response for these communities, and improves relationships with other agencies, such as the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). A recent focus group recommended that flash flood response can be improved with simplified flash flood messaging, improved modeling (higher-resolution flood information), and continued relationship-building between WFOs, RFCs, and local partners.

**Messaging:** In a recent study conducted along two flood prone towns, researchers found that timing, clarity and graphic elements affected respondent’s understanding of flash flood forecast and warning tools. Visual factors in products – including the use of color, patterning and font – affected respondents’ understanding of products in both helpful and unhelpful ways, and must be carefully considered. Respondents in this study reported two major barriers to their use of forecast and warning tools: (1) the overly technical nature of products and (2) the use of unfamiliar terms and unclear or inadequate explanations of visual data. Products that are completely text, such as watches and warnings, were found to be excessively wordy, with key information often buried. Additionally, respondents preferred that products
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Trust in knowledge and advice of experts increases after communities are engaged in participatory processes related to mitigating flood risks.
contain a combination of graphic and text information, citing the need for both quick and visual identification of risk, along with more detailed explanations and specificity from the text. Respondents also reported that the use of all capital letters was burdensome to read.43

Best Practices for Communicating Flood Risk

1) Successful flood risk communication should include information beyond simply describing the hazard, including what individuals can do to mitigate or avoid the risk, and how successful those alternatives are – bolstering both response efficacy and self-efficacy.

2) It is important to communicate the role individuals can play in keeping themselves safe from flood threats. Since many people tend to rely on the government to take responsibility for mitigating against floods, the roles of all stakeholders need to be more clearly defined. Participatory community efforts, like that described above, could help in that process, and should be pursued in more communities throughout the country.

3) Those who are less experienced with flood threat tend to perceive less risk from flooding, and to be less likely to respond. The literature suggests that capturing knowledge from experienced flood victims could be included in a resource in flood risk communication for those with less experience. Including personal accounts from flood victims in ongoing communications can serve to highlight adverse impacts of floods, reinforcing the need to take alleviation measures.

4) Materials should be developed for individuals living in communities with structural flood mitigation so they are aware of their residual risk. Providing understandable statements on risk will lead to a greater recognition that structural protection measures will be exceeded for events greater than the design capacity.

Future Research

**Mediums of flood communication:** For NOAA to improve its flood risk communication efforts, more needs to be known about the ways people access this information now and how effective those methods are at conveying risk, preparedness, and response information.

**Past efforts and effects on risk perception:** The effect of previous mitigation efforts on perceptions of risk could include such questions as: How does the presence of community-level flood mitigation (or risk reduction) or in-home mitigation change perceptions of risk? Do adaptations shift the distribution of risks a person may face, and do they understand this?

**Exposure and experience:** Exposure and experience should be theorized and the connection between flood risk perception and risk communication should also be studied. This could involve more examination of how risks are communicated, and how varying the risk communication practices can affect changes in risk perception, preparedness, warning response, and/or mitigation behaviors.

**Key actors:** More research is needed that moves beyond the risk perceptions of the individual to that of key actors/communities. Relationships among perspectives should be carefully examined in light of the ways they improve or hamper individual/community agency to become aware of, understand, and mitigate against flood risks (in short and long timescales).

**Representing flood risk uncertainty:** More research is needed on the multi-dimensional representations of flood risk. A need exists to better communicate the uncertainty about the potential intensity of flood threats. More research should be conducted to explore alternatives for improved climatological risk communication.

---

C. Tropical Cyclone

**Introduction**

This hazard has been a popular area of study over the last 15 years – this review includes 55 articles focused on tropical cyclones. There are notable peaks in research in the years directly following a major event such as Hurricane Katrina. On the other hand, the number of articles published on tropical cyclones has waned somewhat in the last few years. The majority of studies dealt with response during an actual event. Other popular topics included preparedness/mitigation and hurricane risk perception. About half of the articles collected used quantitative methods, such as traditional phone, mail, or online surveys. The remaining half was split fairly even between those employing strictly qualitative methods, such as focus groups or interviews, and those using mixed methods.

**Research Highlights**

**Preparation:** A few articles examined variables significant in hurricane preparation. These varied depending on the type of preparation. For general preparedness, age, income, experience, and perceived threat were significant predictors.44

For existence of a family plan, significant variables included confidence in the government, marital status, and risk perception. Homeownership, children, length of residency, income, experience, knowledge, and building codes were significant predictors of having relevant supplies including hurricane shutters. Preparation activities were also closely tied to risk perception in several articles. For instance, those who perceived the risk to be higher were more likely to have a family plan and seek more information about the threat.

**Evacuation:** Several articles dealt with evacuation choices and perceptions. Important barriers to evacuation included confusion over where to evacuate, lack of family/friends, lack of necessary resources, health concerns, job insecurity, and perceived crime concerns. One article specifically focused on delays caused by evacuations as a potential barrier. Interestingly, those who heard about evacuation delays were less likely to evacuate in the future as compared to those who had actually experienced delays. Despite barriers, many choose to evacuate. One article addressed the use of multiple sources of information to evaluate the risk posed to residents and their families, which subsequently lead to many residents making the choice to evacuate. One article addressed the subsequent choices of sheltering options. Females, homeowners, and those with higher incomes were less likely to go to a community shelter. On the other hand, non-white races, pet owners, those with longer residency, and those with more education were more likely to stay with friends or family.

**Special needs:** A couple of studies focused specifically on those with special needs and/or disabilities. They found that households with these vulnerabilities were less likely to evacuate and take longer when they do. One of the main issues cited was perceived lack of access to needed services. Older residents tended to have set opinions on information sources and relied heavily on past experiences. Newer residents understandably had fewer opinions on information sources and relied more on family and friends. Those with hearing impairments also relied on family and friends for information as well as text alerts. In general, for those with developmental disabilities, fear and anxiety were common barriers to action.
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Stakeholder concerns: Some articles focused on specific stakeholder concerns. Emergency managers and media both noted some trouble understanding NWS products during hurricane situations. Additionally, media stakeholders felt they needed more continually updated information and more assistance from local emergency managers when communicating with the public.\textsuperscript{55}

Tourists: Several interesting results were found regarding tourist perceptions and behavior. Their risk perception tended to be most influenced by predicted hurricane category at landfall. Likewise, the higher their risk perception and fear, the more likely they were to evacuate.\textsuperscript{56} Tourists tended to rely most heavily on local TV stations for information and frequently misinterpreted the information presented about the forecast cone of uncertainty.\textsuperscript{57}

Best Practices for Communicating Tropical Cyclone Risk

1) **Address barriers the public faces for reacting to hurricane preparedness and risk information:** When communicating hurricane preparedness or risk information, it is important to address certain broader concerns in addition to physical risk. For example:
   - The cost and time of supplies, mitigation, and evacuation.
   - The extent to which shelter accommodations meet the public’s needs (e.g., are they pet-friendly).

2) **Convey hurricane risk information in a clear and compelling manner**
   - Include a narrative or story to accompany the facts.
   - When communicating risk to businesses, it is important to include information on potential adaptive measures, rather than just the mathematical risk.
   - Include images and examples to illustrate post-disaster conditions and past events.
   - Increase the chances that residents will be able to identify their location and correctly interpret the information on risk maps by using larger scales and labeling landmarks. Also, consider redefining risk areas so they match with well-known boundaries (e.g. rivers, roads, counties), and reduce the number of risk areas/zones when possible.

3) **Implement policy options to promote hurricane preparedness, including:**
   - Create financial incentives for homeowners to take preparedness actions (e.g., lower-cost hurricane shuttering systems).
   - Enforce emergency/action plans within families and community groups.
   - Strengthen warning systems within NOAA/NWS and organization partnerships.
   - Take time to understand businesses’ and individuals’ needs, constraints, and goals as they relate to hurricane preparedness.
   - Formalize information channels/systems for quick communication, but keep them flexible.


Future Research Needs

**Evacuation:** In particular, it would be useful to explore the relationship between intention to evacuate and evacuation constraints, vulnerability and behavioral analysis, and to refine evacuation behavior models.

**Preparedness:** More research is needed in measuring perceptions of adaptation methods, and studying factors like efficacy, cost, and aesthetics. Understanding the influence of risk perception on preparedness, and from measuring and understanding the gap between perceived and actual preparedness, is also needed.

**Stakeholder interactions and decision making:** Research is needed on ways to improve stakeholder interactions, particularly with practitioners directly involved in hurricane forecasting, warning, and response. A better understanding of local and state level decision support systems during evacuations is needed.

**Conceptualization of hurricane risk perception:** Better conceptualization of hurricane risk perception, including the cognitive and affective elements of risk perception, is needed.

**Warning communication and receipt:** Future research in this area would explore the most effective wording of warnings and evacuation orders. Large scale studies on response to hurricane warnings that vary the respondent type (e.g. households, businesses) and storm characteristics (e.g. severity, predictability) are needed, along with a better understanding of the use of inter-personal networks for message diffusion.

**Tourists:** Research on tourist behavior, perception, and knowledge related to tropical cyclones could be achieved through longitudinal studies that explore changes in preparedness/adaptation, emotional impacts, and other important variables.

D. General weather/forecast

**Introduction**

The 20 articles reviewed for this section cut across a variety of hazard types. The articles investigated general weather risk communication topics on: understanding weather information, including understanding of probabilistic weather forecast information; sources of weather information; use of weather information; response to weather information; and forecast uncertainty.

**Sources of Weather Information**

One study via online survey found that media sources are the top source, while another found that most residents in their Canadian study group preferred a text or automated phone call. Also from the Canadian study, radio was the top channel among men, with in-person communications among women coming in second. Older individuals were more likely to use TV. Younger people were more likely to use their smartphone. Weather warning information among this same group was preferred from an outdoor siren but most indicated a multiple channel approach is best.
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Use of Weather Information
There were four articles in this review related to the use of weather information. Key findings indicate that people use weather information to: determine what to wear, mainly for the next day; work and leisure related activities; and alter travel plans, if necessary.

People mainly get weather information in the early morning or late night hours and are most interested in precipitation characteristics (i.e. location, timing, precipitation type, and chances. Forecast confidence was found to be a significant factor in the frequency of obtaining forecasts for end users.) In addition, weather salience was positively related to frequency of seeking weather information, the frequency of using it to plan daily activities, and the general use of precipitation and temperature forecasts.

Response to Weather Information
Four articles reviewed pertained to action or response to general weather information. One article confirmed a variety of findings from previous research. Such findings include the idea that households are more likely to take steps to prepare if they observe the preparations taken by others, and information obtained from prior experiences and actionable information from multiple sources communicated over multiple channels both motivate action.

The second article developed and tested a model for household response. This model was an extension of the Protective Action Decision Model (PADM). Results indicated that flood and wind mitigation and flood insurance protection were all positively related to perceived personal risk and correlated with flood and hurricane experience. Demographics had a significant impact on flood insurance purchase.

In addition, experience, gender, and income are all important in perceived personal risk. The research found that:

i. income had a negative correlation with wind mitigation;
ii. being white had a correlation with flood mitigation;
iii. females had higher perceived flood and hurricane risk;
iv. whites had a lower perceived flood risk; and,

Management Decisions
The final two articles describe the research findings of role-play experiments in which participants were asked to make management decisions based on weather forecast information. One such experience in making road treatment decisions in a winter weather event found that forecasts expressed as an increase in odds over climatological norms induce more cautious decisions for rare, extreme weather events than do deterministic or probabilistic forecasts. Findings also indicate that probability forecasts were not effective in the lowest range of probabilities in which precautionary action was economically warranted.
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probabilities in which precautionary action was economically warranted, and odds ratios do a better job of encouraging precautionary action in low probability situations. The other article found that context and presentation influence forecast use and that people usually infer uncertainty in deterministic forecasts, however, they were unable to use uncertainty information to make decisions.

**Uncertainty Associated with Weather Information**

Uncertainty is a popular topic in the literature. Seven articles on uncertainty in the general weather category were reviewed with a diverse set of key findings. Broadcasters were found to not always directly pass along uncertainty information from the National Weather Service. However, they use this information to form their own opinions and provide uncertainty information to the public in qualitative terms.

Recreational boaters were found to anticipate uncertainty and specific biases in NWS forecasts based on prior experience that were born out in forecast verification data. They expected a high rate of false alarms among warning and advisory forecasts, but indicated they would take precautionary action in proportion to the size of their boat. Uncertainty forecasts would be useful to these experienced forecast consumers allowing them to adapt the forecast to their specific boating situation.

A nationwide survey on uncertainty in everyday weather forecasts found the majority of respondents were aware that there is uncertainty in forecasts and they prefer forecasts that express it. They expected the actual temperature to fall within two degrees either side of the forecast value when a single value was given. There was higher confidence in temperature than precipitation forecasts. Many did not understand the meteorological definition of probability of precipitation (PoP). Researchers suggest this understanding is less important than being able to infer enough information to make decisions. For precipitation, recent communications were preferred rather than relative frequencies and odds formats. A similar survey (to the Morss work)73 in the UK focusing on temperature and precipitation probabilities found that most respondents would prefer or were willing to receive uncertainty information, however, most did not understand the correct interpretation of probability of precipitation.

Two articles used uncertainty information in experiments to evaluate use in the forecast process and in decision making for road treatment. A combination of an uncertainty chart with a box plot display was found to be optimal in conveying uncertainty information to the forecaster. Superior decision-making was found when uncertainty information was tailored to the critical threshold for the road treatment decision.

Uncertainty information can be used advantageously and can be communicated to non-experts resulting in improved decision-making. Only a portion of uncertainty information
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in online Norwegian weather reports was found to be used
and participants typically interpreted the degree of certainty
differently than was intended. Local experiences affected the
interpretations and these local experiences prevailed in the
event of a conflict with forecast information.

Understanding Weather Information

Much of the research on the understanding of weather-related
information focused on undergraduate students and their
ability to make forecast decisions given a variety of weather
information. Findings from the body of work were diverse and
sometimes conflicting. There was no significant difference in
understanding warning information between graphic vs. non-
graphic options for warning messages on a cell phone. Severe
thunderstorm warning and flood watch information on NWS
websites was more effectively conveyed with added graphics
and additional text over the standard depiction. Probability
of precipitation is confusing. People have a tendency to
construe it as a deterministic forecast that indicates proportion
of time or area. However, the phrase describing the chance of
rain is helpful additional information. Having an 80 percent
predictive interval and verification graphics significantly
improved understanding of future weather. Forecasts in a
probability format were better understood than a frequency
format (nine times out of 10 or 90 out of 100 percent).

Future Research Needs

Communicating forecast uncertainty: As with other hazard-
specific contexts noted earlier in this section, research on
general weather forecasts demonstrates a need for more
research on communicating weather forecast uncertainty.
This includes exploring how to present expected ranges of
uncertainty. There also needs thought about differentiating the
ways uncertainty is communicated for particular circumstances
e.g., high impact weather) or audiences (e.g., vulnerable
populations, decision makers, or other stakeholders). With
respect to precipitation, other ways of reporting uncertainty
besides probabilities should be considered. Generally,
alternative expressions and visualizations of uncertainty to
identify misinterpretations and ways to clarify uncertainty
information are needed. One way to do this would be
through use of interactive displays that combine advantages of
visualization and consider user and task demands.

Use of and response to weather information: A better
understanding of the following topics related to use of and
response to weather information is needed: The complex
relationships between perceptions and interpretations and use
of forecast information.

- The satisfaction and confidence in weather
  information, how they are perceived and how they
  relate to attitudes and behaviors.
- Systematic comparisons of models [Protective Action
  Decision Model (PADM), (Protection Motivation
  Theory (PMT)].
- Other dimensions of forecast use, such as regular
  activities and surveillance.
- Specific actions that comprise household preparedness
  and competing variables.
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V. Contemporary Research in Weather Hazards (cont.)

Understanding of weather information: Knowledge is needed of people’s’ understanding of location, spatial extent, magnitude, etc. for online depictions of the watch-warning-advisory system, including when multiple hazards occur at once.

Other: The benefit-cost of providing information to the public about preparedness actions; explore the milling construct – i.e., the social process to affirm decisions to take action – in light of social media. Test the idea of consistent messaging; and better understand the attitudes, behaviors, and perceptions of meteorologists and forecasters.

VI. Contemporary Research in Other Environmental Hazards

NOAA’s reach extends to other episodic environmental hazards including tsunamis, wildfires, volcanic eruptions, and fisheries-related hazards. The authors reviewed papers relevant to each of these hazards. A summary of findings from those papers is below.

A. Tsunami

Introduction

An assessment of 15 articles focused on tsunamis revealed common research agendas with regard to awareness, perception, preparedness and response. The articles employed both qualitative and quantitative methodologies, and with the exception of one, all were conducted outside of the US.

Research Highlights

Sources: For many coastal communities outside of the U.S., residents reported relying on social/community networks for initial sources of information and sources of confirmation before taking action.

Preparedness: While tsunami hazard awareness programs have increased general awareness about tsunamis (particularly since the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami), individual preparedness remains low. Furthermore, having survival items is not a good indicator of preparedness. Participants reported being in possession of certain items – tents, torches, food – and also confirmed they had experience taking care of themselves during power outages or floods. However, while reporting that they could take care of themselves in their homes, none reported having a plan for quick evacuation.84

Evacuation: Transient populations (including tourists and workers) evacuate faster than permanent residents. People who had children and those who had more family members were slower to evacuate.85 Having disaster knowledge was positively correlated with prompt evacuation. Yet, students in Phuket and Phan-nga, Thailand are not taught disaster education in schools, thus people lacked the expertise to implement disaster reduction strategies.86

In particular, a ‘people-centered’ approach should replace more linear warning systems that focus on experts communicating through a series of sequential steps in a process.

VI. Contemporary Research in Other Environmental Hazards

**People-centered warning systems:** There is a need for better early warning systems in tsunami-prone/affected areas. Sirens were shown to be ineffective as a mechanism for early warnings. In particular, a ‘people-centered’ approach should replace more linear warning systems that focus on experts communicating through a series of sequential steps in a process. A people-centered approach considers the needs of the public by identifying target populations, especially vulnerable ones, and interacting with them to determine needs and capacities. It focuses on highly local, integrated risk monitoring and communication. These activities must be a result of the coordinated participation of many types of organizations all committed to a people-centered approach.

**Best Practices for Communicating Tsunami Risk**

1) **Use social media for public education:** Social media is a platform for people to share common discourses that will have an impact on building resilient communities. Social media has been used before, during, and after disasters and can also be used as a means of public education. Though it is known social media is a powerful tool, it would be useful to explore how to most effectively utilize social media as an instrument in educating people to recognize early warning signs.

2) **Conduct an audit of education and outreach programs:** The reviewed research consistently suggested the need for outreach and education programs. Many of these programs exist, but it is unclear how effective they are in increasing preparedness. For example, as mentioned above, even those who possess the adequate supplies are often not prepared. Thus, an assessment should be done of existing education and outreach programs to evaluate their effectiveness. As an extension to this, practitioners have seen people think of tsunamis and storm surge as the same type of phenomenon. They don’t understand that the causes are different (seismic vs. storm), and that the time scales, speed, and cyclical nature of inundation can be different for each phenomenon.

3) **Integrate transportation disaster response into the transportation engineering components in evacuation planning.** This includes travel/behavior analysis and forecasting, evacuation traffic control and enforcement, and the use of mass transit and other means for the movement of low-mobility individuals.

4) **Apply economic analysis strategies to local options for risk reduction.** This would educate stakeholders on the relative costs and benefits of various options.

**Future Research Needs**

**Evacuation models:** Additional research on models that are capable of predicting tsunami evacuation more accurately (examine affected and unaffected communities).

**Natural warning signs:** Future research should consider what natural warning signs are, which ones people notice, and how they respond.

**Models of coastal community vulnerability:** Better modeling of future vulnerability of coastal communities is needed.
B. Wildfire

Introduction
A limited sample of wildfire articles, including one meta-analysis was reviewed. One article was a review of non-economic fire social science literature and identification of future research needs. Another article examined how the threat of fire and smoke from wildland fires was communicated within agencies and to the public. The final article examined the role of climate-based forecasts in forecasting fire seasons and how information is disseminated within a regional network of fire management professionals. Collectively, the articles interviewed fire managers and others from the Northwest, Southwest, and Southeast to address experiences and challenges in communicating information.

Research Highlights
• Exchanges of information between fire managers and agencies are important.
• Various communication strategies, such as recognizing existing social communication networks, can provide efficient means of expanding the reach of agency messages and institutionalizing the importance of communication through agency training sessions.
• There is a need to communicate the health effects of smoke.
• One study found that climate information is more useful during the preseason as fire managers begin planning for the upcoming season.

Future Research Needs
Future research is encouraged to address varying geographic, demographic, and land ownership contexts; to explore the entirety of the fire management cycle; and to look at the effectiveness of partnerships and organizations.

C. Volcanoes

Introduction
Four articles focused on volcanoes. Specifically they discussed the perception of risk, information dissemination, and impacts. The methodologies used were quantitative surveys or qualitative questionnaire and/or interviews.
Research Highlights

• There is no difference in risk perception between residents who had just experienced a volcanic eruption and residents who had not.\textsuperscript{94}

• One study found that residents learned about the volcanic eruption from social networks (family/friends) and television and radio warnings. After the initial warning, they received information from the official meteorological website. They trusted information given by scientists the most, followed by friends/family, and then the media.\textsuperscript{95}

• In one study, subjects showed a skew in perceived likelihood of an eruption toward the end of the time window stated in a warning message. This study also showed that non-scientists may interpret language in a risk warning differently than scientists.\textsuperscript{96}

• There is evidence that a contour map that clearly details hazard and risk features is the preferred type of map on which to display volcano threat information. However, an aerial photo may be better for conveying information to the public.\textsuperscript{97}

• Residents wanted to receive more information about eruption impacts.\textsuperscript{98}

Residents learned about the volcanic eruption from social networks (family/friends) and television and radio warnings.

Recommendations

1) Implement education initiatives to promote general hazard awareness. Such initiatives should include focus on the situation and needs at local levels; evaluate the


\textsuperscript{98}Bird & Gisladottir (2012).
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changes in threat knowledge, risk perception, and preparedness as a result of exposure to the educational materials; and, persuade society to make the adaptations needed for both long- and short-duration eruptions.

2) Optimize volcanic hazards information through graphical communication.

Future Research Needs
A few common themes and implications from these articles needed further research. It would be useful to collect longitudinal social data before and after natural hazard events. Future volcano risk messaging research should be performed to examine why people are more likely to believe that the volcano eruption will occur near the end of the warning window than any other time.

VII. Summary and Implementation Recommendations
This report was designed for NOAA practitioners, key partners, and NOAA leadership to quickly become familiar with best practices for risk communication, common risk-related theories and principles, and recent risk communication and behavior research results specific to NOAA’s mission. This report also provides centralized access to a large body of work that can be used as a launching point for additional discussion with the broader research and practitioner communities. This report represents a substantial step toward applying social and behavioral science knowledge to application in NOAA, and the vision it lays out can help NOAA and external communities of research come together to build on this effort in the years to come.

NOAA will consider the following next steps to build on this effort:

Internal NOAA

- Continue to build an understanding of NOAA’s needs for communicating risk effectively.
- Expand and improve dissemination of research findings and promotion of best practices.
- Identify where NOAA offices or entities have a robust risk communication program, including successful testbed efforts, and use them as teaching opportunities for other regions or entities.
- Increase the agency’s role in helping individuals and communities to better understand their risk and be proactive in their planning to be more resilient to hazards.
- Improve data collection to document the ways information is disseminated, accessed, understood, and acted upon by various populations across the country. Currently, this data is only collected after rare extreme events at specific locations, which makes it difficult to understand the generalizability of findings or to track changes over time.

Engagement with the Broader Social Science Community

- Harness the power of the broader research community to expand the database of articles beyond those included in this report.
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- Partner with external organizations to address research gaps.
- Improve coordination across the Federal landscape with other agencies that have authorities and missions in disaster risk communication and response (e.g., FEMA, NIST, CDC).

Additionally, reviewers provided feedback on other risk communication-related issues that they would like more guidance to address. As noted previously, feedback is welcomed from the NOAA community about information the team could provide to better meet needs. Areas that NOAA practitioners have requested more information about, and which may be addressed in future efforts, include:

- Recommendations for working with specific core partners, such as emergency managers
- Tips for working with the media and improving science communication
- Ways to better leverage social media
- For the online version of the document, adding links to electronic versions of references

Please contact PRSS.socsci@noaa.gov with any additional comments.
A. Appendix 1 - Theories and Models

The understanding of human comprehension is rooted in basic psychology. Various sub-fields within psychology as well as other disciplines have built upon this knowledge to develop theories and models to explain how people process risk information. While there are countless risk-related theories, frameworks, and models across and within the social science disciplines, the following table provides a brief overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theories</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Prominent Scientists/Disciplines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychometric Paradigm</td>
<td>Perception of hazards taking into account qualitative information (i.e. dread) rather than just statistical probability of being affected by a hazard</td>
<td>Slovic, Finucane, Fischhoff - Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Theory of Risk</td>
<td>There are social and cultural influences on risk perception</td>
<td>Douglas, Wildavsky - Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kraik - Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Models Approach</td>
<td>Individuals have a ‘mental model’ (model of reality influenced by social interactions and experiences) that they use as a lens to view risky situations</td>
<td>Risk application: Fischhoff, Morgan - Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational Choice Theory</td>
<td>People make consistent and rational choices based on simple costs and benefits</td>
<td>Homas - Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Utility Theory</td>
<td>People rationally weigh their options when faced with uncertain consequences</td>
<td>Bernoulli, Von Neumann, Morgenstern - Mathematics and Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristics and Biases</td>
<td>People develop mental ‘short-cuts’ and use these shortcuts to help them make decisions.</td>
<td>Tversky, Kahneman - Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection Motivation Theory</td>
<td>People protect themselves based on their perception of severity, probability, effectiveness of protective action, and self-efficacy</td>
<td>Rogers - Sociologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Amplification of Risk Framework</td>
<td>Examines processes by which risks are amplified or attenuated due to individual, social, and cultural factors</td>
<td>Kasperson - Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actionable Risk Communication</strong></td>
<td>Encourages action by the general public to limit the risks they face from potential threats, and can inform education campaigns to encourage desired preparedness</td>
<td>Wood et al.- Health Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory of Reasoned Action</strong></td>
<td>A model for the prediction of behavioral intention, spanning predictions of attitudes and predictions of behavior</td>
<td>Ajzen, Fishbein-Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory of Planned Behavior</strong></td>
<td>Attitude toward behavior, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control, together shape an individual’s behavior intentions and behavior</td>
<td>Ajzen-Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image Restoration Theory</strong></td>
<td>Outlines strategies that can be employed to mitigate damage to image in an event where reputation has been damaged</td>
<td>Benoit- Political Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situational Crisis Communication Theory</strong></td>
<td>Identifies how key facets of the crisis situation influence attributions about the crisis and the reputations held by stakeholders</td>
<td>Coombs, Crisis Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Habituated Action Theory</strong></td>
<td>Argues that engaging in high-risk behavior many times without a negative outcome often decreases the perceived risk associated with this behavior</td>
<td>Kaperson et al.- Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Action Theory</strong></td>
<td>People take risks because of peer pressure or a general community perception that an activity is low risk</td>
<td>Weber-Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Control Theory</strong></td>
<td>Connectedness to organizations promotes behavior conformity, which can reduce the probability of high-risk behavior</td>
<td>Hirschi- Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situational Theory of Publics</strong></td>
<td>Publics can be identified and classified in the context to which they are aware of the problem and the extent to which they do something about the problem</td>
<td>Grunig- Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situated Rationality Theory</strong></td>
<td>Makes the argument that it is erroneous to presume that safe behaviors are inherently rational and high-risk behaviors are inherently rational</td>
<td>Wolterstorff- Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk Compensation Theory</strong></td>
<td>Suggests that people typically adjust their behavior in response to the perceived level of risk, becoming more careful where they sense greater risk and less careful if they feel more protected</td>
<td>Vrolix-Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Prominent Scientists/ Disciplines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protective Action Decision Model</td>
<td>Three core perceptions (threat, protective action, and stakeholder) form basis for decisions. These perceptions, along with information processing and situational factors produce a behavioral response</td>
<td>Lindell, Perry - Social Psychology Emergency Management/Disaster Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication Model</td>
<td>A five-stage (pre-crisis, initial event, maintenance, resolution, evaluation) model that details best practices during various stages of a crisis event</td>
<td>Reynolds, Seeger - Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Information Seeking &amp; Processing Model</td>
<td>Understand how people seek and respond to processing messages about the risks associated with natural hazards. Examines how and why individuals seek and interpret information about the risks in the lives</td>
<td>Griffin, Dunwoody &amp; Neuwirth - Risk Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended Parallel Process Model</td>
<td>Framework which attempts to predict how individuals will react when faced with fear inducing stimuli</td>
<td>Witte - Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precaution Adoption Process Model</td>
<td>Attempts to explain how a person comes to decision to take action, and how he or she translates that decision into action</td>
<td>Weinstein, Sandman &amp; Blalock - Environmental Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Dynamic Model</td>
<td>Involves the development of computer simulation models that portray processes of accumulation and feedback that may be tested systematically to find effective policies for overcoming policy resistance</td>
<td>Homer &amp; Hirsch - Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSE MODEL</td>
<td>Refers to the goals of establishing confidence, awareness, understanding, satisfaction (with proposed solutions) and enactment (or moving from agreement to action). Used as a tool for identifying a predictable set of five communication challenges present in times of disaster</td>
<td>Rowan et al. - Risk Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heuristic Systematic Model</td>
<td>Delineating how people absorb and manage the information they come across in their daily lives</td>
<td>Eagly &amp; Chaiken - Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Appendix 2 - Warning Behavior

The following table lists significant predictors of warning response. It is derived from an annotated bibliography, “Public Risk Communication on Warnings for Public Protective Actions Response and Public Education” completed by Mileti et al. in 2006. Several more recent studies (Mileti et al. 2006, Mileti and Sorensen 2015, and Lindell and Perry 2012) also contributed to this compilation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>More Likely to Respond to Warning/Alert if...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socio-demographic</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>More education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Children present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>More experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>More Knowledge of hazards/protective actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>High perceived self-efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Fear of mandatory evacuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk/Vulnerability Perception</td>
<td>Higher risk/vulnerability perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>More resources available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social network</td>
<td>Larger/Stronger social network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>More Likely to Respond to Warning/Alert if...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Source/Channel</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cues</td>
<td>Environmental and/or social cues present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoritativeness</td>
<td>Through official source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Method</td>
<td>In person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>Familiar with source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Multiple sources/channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>More specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>More credible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>More certain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Relayed more often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>More consistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>Provides more guidance on actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Say who the message is from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>Describe the flooding event and its impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Impact areas are described</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration Time</td>
<td>Note when the alert expires/updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Length</td>
<td>Short, between 90-140 characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threat</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Less lead time available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>Greater severity/More severity information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td>Threat closer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty</td>
<td>Threat has been confirmed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Appendix 3 - Review Papers and Practitioner Guides

The following papers are comprehensive or systematic reviews on risk communication and behavior topics. These papers would help establish an academic grounding in this subject.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprehensive or Systematic Review</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication of Emergency Public Warnings (Mileti and Sorenson 1990)</td>
<td>Prepared for FEMA - Overview, structure, and components of warning systems, organizational and public response aspects of a warning system, hazard characteristics, and recommendations for improvements. This report was based on a synthesis of empirical research findings in print at the time it was prepared.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotated Bibliography for Public Risk Communication on Warnings for Public Protective Actions Response and Public Education (Mileti et al. 2006)</td>
<td>Compiled list with detailed annotations of over 300 studies pertaining to the communication of and response to man-made and natural hazards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Perception and Communication Unplugged (Fischoff 1995)</td>
<td>History of risk perception and communication as an area of study broken down by developmental stages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the State of the Art: Risk Communication to the Public (Bier 2001)</td>
<td>Review of empirical findings on risk communication; specifically regarding format of messages, audience nuances, mental models, credibility and trust, and stakeholder participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science Research Needs: Focus on Vulnerable Populations, Forecasting, and Warnings (Phillips and Morrow 2007)</td>
<td>Review of research on vulnerable populations in the context of weather forecast and warning understanding.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprehensive or Systematic Review</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poverty and Disasters in the United States: A Review of Recent Sociological Findings (Fothergill and Peek 2004)</td>
<td>Review of literature on the impact of poverty in disasters; specifically in the context of perception, preparedness, communication, physical and psychological impacts, and emergency management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazard Warning Systems: Review of 20 Years of Progress (Sorensen 2000)</td>
<td>Summarizes advances in warning related predictions, forecasts, dissemination, and responses over the past 20 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practitioner Guide</th>
<th>Overview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland: Understanding Risk Communication Theory: A Guide for Emergency Managers and Communicators</td>
<td>Overview of various risk communication models and communication theories for each disaster phase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell Institute: Risk Perception: Theories, Strategies, And Next Steps</td>
<td>Overview of factors that can influence risk perception and review of important theories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMA: Risk and Crisis Communication Course</td>
<td>A higher education course on risk communication, appropriate methods, and stakeholder interactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDC: Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication</td>
<td>A program focused on risk/crisis communication training, resources, and examples.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crisis: A turning point that will decisively determine an outcome, for example, the rupture of a leaking underground storage tank.

Crisis Communication: Communicating risks in the face of a crisis, such as an earthquake or a fire at a chemical plant.

Flood: An overflow of water onto normally dry land. The inundation of a normally dry area caused by rising water in an existing waterway, such as a river, stream, or drainage ditch. Ponding of water at or near the point where the rain fell. Flooding is a longer term event than flash flooding; it may last days or weeks.

Flood proofing: Any combination of structural and non-structural additions, changes, or adjustments to structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage to real estate or improved property, water and sanitary facilities, structures and their contents.

Hazard: Danger; peril; exposure to a situation that could cause loss or injury.

Inundation: Inundation is the total water level that occurs on normally dry ground as a result of the storm tide, and is expressed in terms of height of water, in feet, above ground level. Inundation provides the most clearly and commonly understood method for communicating storm surge driven coastal flooding.

Mitigation: The action of reducing the severity, seriousness, or painfulness of something.

Protective Action Decision Model (PADM): The Protective Action Decision Model (PADM) is a multistage model that is based on findings from research on people’s responses to environmental hazards and disasters. The PADM integrates the processing of information derived from social and environmental cues with messages that social sources transmit through communication channels to those at risk. The PADM identifies three critical pre-decision processes (reception, attention, and comprehension of warnings or exposure, attention, and interpretation of environmental/social cues) — that precede all further processing. The revised model identifies three core perceptions — threat perceptions, protective action perceptions, and stakeholder perceptions — that form the basis for decisions about how to respond to an imminent or long-term threat. The outcome of the protective action decision-making process, together with situational facilitators and impediments, produces a behavioral response.

Protective Motivation Theory (PMT): Proposes that we protect ourselves based on four factors: the perceived severity of a threatening event, the perceived probability of the occurrence, or vulnerability, the efficacy of the recommended preventive behavior, and the perceived self-efficacy.

Public: People who may or may not be interested in the risk but who are not charged with communicating, assessing, or managing the risk.

Public Information: Information to communicate with the public as opposed to scientists or managers. Because the topic may not be risk, public information and risk communication materials are not necessarily synonymous. However, most risk communication materials will be sent to the public.

Residual Risk: The risk or danger of an action or an even, a method or a (technical) process that, although being abreast with since, still conceives the dangers, even if all theoretically possible safety measures would be applied (scientifically conceivable measures).
Response Efficacy: Refers to a person’s beliefs as to whether the recommended action step will actually avoid the threat.

Risk: Probability of adverse outcome. Risk is inherent in any action, even inaction.

Risk Assessment: Determining the risks posed by a certain hazard, usually to human health or the environment; can also include legal and financial risk.

Risk Communication: The interactive process of exchange of information and opinions among individuals, groups, and institutions concerning a risk or potential risk to human health of the environment. Any risk communication effort must have an interactive component, if only in soliciting information about the audience in the beginning or evaluating success in the end.

Risk Message: Message that communicates information about the hazard, its probability, the potential outcomes, and actions that can be taken to manage the risk.

Risk Perception: Risk perception is the subjective judgment that people make about the characteristics and severity of a risk. Risk perception refers to people’s judgments and evaluations of hazards they (or their environments) are or might be exposed to. Such perceptions steer decisions and after a disaster. In this process, people’s risk appraisals are a complex result of hazard features and personal philosophies.

Risk Perceptions: The set of beliefs that a person holds regarding a risk, including beliefs about the definition, probability, and outcome of the risk.

Self-Efficacy: Refers to an individual’s belief in his or her capacity to execute behaviors necessary to produce specific performance attainments. Reflects confidence in the ability to exert control over one’s own motivation, behavior, and social environment.

Social Media: A group of interactive, online methods that integrate technology, words, pictures, videos, and audio with the concept of shared content, generated largely by users with easy-to-publish tools.

Stakeholder: A person who holds a “stake”, an interest in how a risk is assessed or managed.

Structural Mitigation: Attempts to counteract natural hazards through projects such as reservoirs, levees, diversions, channel modifications, and storm sewers or basins.

Vulnerability: The characteristics of a person or group and their situation that influences their capacity to anticipate, cope with, resist, and recover from the impact of a natural disaster.
X. Acronym Guide

CDC: Center for Disease Control and Prevention

FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Agency

MCS: Mesoscale Convective Systems

NCAR: National Center for Atmospheric Research

NCEI: NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information

NFIP: National Flood Insurance Program’s Community Rating System

NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology

NWS: National Weather Service

OAR: The Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research

OCM: Office for Coastal Management

SIP: Societal Impacts Program

SPC: Publications archive, NCAR SIP

USACE: United States Army Corps of Engineers

WFO: Weather Forecast Office
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